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A way to value the fashion 
cultural european heritage
for inspiring the (young) 
fashion designers.”

Achieving and ReTrieving creativity through 
European fashion Cultural HERitage inspiration

www.artcherie.eu



1 Enhancement of knowledge, skills and competences of fashion 
designers

2
Engagement of fashion industry personnel in lifelong learning in a 
non-formal, business setting, based on experiential, work-based, 
problem-based and self-directed learning, and a learning outcomes 
approach

3 Definition and development of a Curriculum for the VET as a Europe-
an Standard, including a qualification framework

4
Establishement of a digital training platform which will bring 
together fashion designers across Europe, provide online training 
and facilitate dissemination of knowledge and sharing of 
experience. 

5
Improvement and extension of high quality learning opportunities 
tailored to the needs of fashion designers, operating withing the 
entire spectrum of fashion industries

6
Contribution to the modernisation and professionalism of especially 
SMEs, through the use of a high quality ICT tool, which will facilitate 
the organisation and function of design departments

The ART CHERIE project aims to bridge the gap between fashion industry needs and the lack 
of specific designers’ expertise in fashion industry SMEs, using innovative approaches. The 
objectives are:
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Open innovative 

education, training 
and youth work, 
embedded in the 
digital area for 

fashion industries
Improving and 

extending the offer 
of high quality learning 

opportunities for workers 
in companies and
 young designers

Further 
strengthening key 

competences in 
VET curricula
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To develop an integrated, innovative and specialised designer’s 
skills-training tool based on the above information

To create a web platform with courses for fashion designers, 
workers in the fashion industry and young students 
designers aiming to work in the EU fashion sector.

To organise and digitise the collection, historical material and 
data which are exposed in Prato Museum
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